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Supplies 

Scor-Pal®* 
 
Bullet tip markers (*Tombow)  

*Not all markers are the same, I tried a few other brands but the bullet tip was not firm enough.   

 
Step 1: 
Line up your paper in the same way you would if you were going to use the bone folder with the Scor-
Pal® but use the bullet tip of a marker instead.  

 
Step 2 
Place the tip of the marker into the top wall at the line you want 
to score and then bring it down to about a 10-15 degree angle 
(close to the paper).  You do not want to use too much pressure 
but it will leave a small ridge on the wrong side of the paper 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Step 3 
Don't let the marker sit on the paper or you will get a blob of ink 
... move it quickly down the paper to the end.  If you marker up 
your Scor-Pal® then wipe it off with a damp cloth.  You may 
need to practice until you get the pressure and speed you need. 
A little tip earned is to score with the markers on a larger piece
than you need and then cut down the edges if they have blob
ink on

 
 of 

 them. 
 
Grid Card (red)  
Supplies:Scor-Pal® 
                Red Tombow Bullet tip marker 
                L'Amore Palette Ink 
                half sheet , 3 1/2" x 4 1/2", & 1 1/4" x 1 3/4" white Card 
stock 
                3 3/4" x 4 3/4" and 1 1/2" x 2" black Card stock 
                red ribbon, pop dots, adhesive, paper cutter 
                'Build-a-Buggie' & 'Birthday Wishes' stamp sets from 
The Angel Company 

 The base of the card is scored at 1/2 inch intervals and then the 
top sheet is scored in 1/2 inch intervals with the red marker.  
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Framed Card (pink & green)  
Supplies:  
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Scor-Pal® 
Pink & Green Tombow Bullet tip Marker 
Noir Palette Ink 
Half sheet & scraps of white Card stock 
2 3/4" x 4" Catelynne FWIC by The Angel Company 

Pop dots, adhesive, paper cutter, scissors, pink brads 
                'Floral Labels', 'Ordinary Greetings',  & 'Butterbees 
& More' stamp sets from The Angel Company 
 

 The base of the card is scored twice at 1/2 inch intervals with he green marker and then between 
them (1/4") with the pink marker.  

Diagonal Card (blue & green) 
Supplies: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

Scor-Pal®
Blue & Green Tombow Bullet tip marker
Half sheet & scraps of blue Matchmakers Card
stock

4" x 5 1/4" & 1 3/4" x 3" white card stock
White ribbon, pewter brads
Pop dots, adhesive, paper cutter, scissors
'More Elegant Sentiments'  from The Angel
Company

 
 The white panel is scored every inch with the blue on the diagonal and then between them every inch 

with the green markers.

Framed Card (green)
Supplies:Scor-Pal®
Dark Green Tombow Bullet tip marke
Noir Palette Ink
Half sheet dark green Bazill card stock
4" x 5 1/4" & scraps of white Card stock
4 1/4" x 1" & 1" square Catelynne FWIC by 
TAC, Pop dots, adhesive, paper cutter, 
scissors, da
Dark green sheer ribbon, colored pencils
'Floral Labels'  & 'Ordinary Greetings' stamp 
sets from The Angel Com
 The white panel is scored on the wrong side
every inch with the bone folder and then flipped
over and scored between these lines every inch
with a dark green marker.
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